
We’re picking up the discussion
here in March right where we left
off last month: Designing multi-
dimensional products for efficient,
automated production.

ake-one holder
Like last month’s example
of a saddle-stitched book-

let with a pop-up panel, this take-
one holder design is

also the result
of a client

asking
us 
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for a better solution. 
Typically, take-one holders are
created by forming a pocket, and
then gluing an easel onto the back
in a separate production step. 
To maintain automated produc-
tion, this take-one holder design
incorporates creative die cutting
and multiple scores to create a
self-sustaining piece that elimi-
nates the need for hand assembly
or gluing on a separate easel. The
end user simply presses between
the die cuts to create a pocket
capable of holding pamphlets,
brochures and other materials.
This piece can also be designed to

hang on a hook, or can be used
as a self-easel/ counter card.

By eliminating production
steps, this design increases

the
func-
tionality
and automation
of the piece, making it
more cost-effective to produce and
faster to turnaround. In addition,
the versatility of the design makes
it adaptable to several different
uses.

he examples we’ve high-
lighted the past two
months illustrate what’s

possible when you involve
Diecrafters during the planning
phase of your projects. That allows
us to suggest alternative designs
and production practices and help
you create a multi-dimensional
piece that fits your needs and
budget.
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DIECRAFTERS SERVICES

Die Cutting Foil Stamping Embossing 

Hand and Automatic Gluing Fugitive gluing 

Auto Folding Hand Folding Specialty

Folding Stitching Trimming Collating 

Inserting Perforating Micro-perfing 

Mounting Shrink Wrapping Drilling 

Wafer Sealing Easel Affixing Two-

sided Tape Application Assembly

Work Kit Packaging 

Fulfillment and

Warehousing

CONTACT DIECRAFTERS

Phone: 708-656.3336

Fax: 708-656-3386

E-mail: sales@diecrafters.com

Website: www.diecrafters.com

Address: 1349 South 55th Court, 

Cicero, IL, 60804-1211
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DIECRAFTERS
PRODUCTS

Pocket Folders

Capacity & expandable

Folders Pop-ups Table Tents

POP Displays Case Cards

Shelf Talkers Direct Mailers CD

Jackets and Sleeves Software and

Video Boxes Folding Cartons Straight

and Reverse Tuck Cartons Greeting Cards

Announcements ... and more!

Take-one holder with self-contained easel


